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About This Game

VR Home is a sandbox game made for the HTC Vive based around building and designing your own virtual house or room. You
can build, save and interact with your creations and homes.

Features

PLAY your favorite games on a large or small screen!

INTERACT with the objects and the world around you!

WATCH or STREAM your favorite youtube videos and movie files!

LISTEN to your favorite music files or radio streams!

BUILD anything from your real room, a gaming room, a production room, a disco room or even your nan's kitchen!

CUSTOMISE everything about your house including the walls, the wallpaper, the floor or even the posters!

REPLICATE real rooms using the wide variety of furniture!

HUNDREDS of objects and furniture to choose from!
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TONS of unique functions, from playing gameboy games, watching 360 videos, shooting guns or even shrinking
yourself!

If there is any questions or suggestions please contact me at vrhomegame@gmail.com. 90% of the money earned goes back into
developing the game further.
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Title: VR Home
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
Dandover
Publisher:
Dandover
Release Date: 16 Feb, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 8

Processor: Intel Core i5 4590

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 970

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 10 GB available space

English
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RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR. I liked the story and how new gameplay features are introduced step-by-step (definitely
recommended for players new to this franchise). Performance was quite good. It would definitely be an improvement if there
was a freeplay mode available, although the missions are very nice, all in all, great game!. This game is
total\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665and a complete waste of money.
 DO NOT RECOMMEND!!!. Okay, let me gat this straight - this is not a good game to play. Damn, it is barely playable at all -
loading goes for 10 minutes (versus 1-2 in the original game), sometimes game freezes and slows down. Some triggers don't
want to work and you have to run around for another hour to find some little zombie behind some door. Design goes from quite
cool to disgracefully awful and gameplay is just ruined - but hey, there is still a good side. Developers had a great idea of
making maps REALLY BIG, so somehow I had a feeling of open-world. This is really cool. But technically this game is hell in
all aspects, so I don't think that you want it.. \ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f. I feel like the
core fun in playing an historical strategy game is flavor.

When I heard Paradox was making a new game about ancient Rome, I was very excited, I actually thought "Wow! This will be
the best game based on ancient Rome ever made!" because I'm a fan of Paradox, I played Europa Universalis IV a lot, a bit of
Crusader Kings II and also some Hearts of Iron IV.

The thing that disappoints me I already stated: it lacks flavor.

In the other Paradox grand strategy games I played, nations are quite unique and need different strategies to be played
effectively. In Imperator: Rome, it all feels useless, no nation feels unique.

To put it simply: The only difference between a nation or another is merely their starting position.

It's empty and bland.. Really good fighting game
Pros:
- High-quality graphics
- Good animations
- Quite realistic fights

Minuses:
- No gamepad support
- Enemy models are the same. Don't waste your money, research first. The original website that sells this tileset pack has more
material than this crap. Wasted \u00a320 on this along with 2 character packs that did not include the entire material!
Original site is vexedenigma.itch.io

EDIT:
I wrote a few more things in the comments of the review.
To expand on my review, this pack is amazing, no doubt about it.

However, Degica's Steam DLC version, (and I bet, RM store version too), are missing some tileset sheets (snow\/holiday), and
not totally sure which pack and if it has been updated or not, some characters.

At the time of my review, Vexed's version was significantly cheaper, and even though it's double the price of the current Steam
DLC version, it's still 10 times better not only because you get the missing tiles, as it gives you both a version for MV and a
version for VX Ace as well as a default 16x16 version, while still being able to use the pack on any engine of preference other
than RPG Maker if you so please.

I DO recommend this pack, BUT buy it from the original author at vexedenigma.itch.io instead.. Arkham Origins is an amazing
game. This season pass is only some extra stuff for people who really enjoyed the base game, like myself. Definitely not worth
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the $20 price tag, but for the content included, $5 is a fair price. It is really dumb that the black mask challenge maps are not
included with the season pass. No idea why that is.. Great idea, but boring implementation.
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This is a small team that does try very hard to make any problems right with the user. I can say even though I have been what
most would consider rude, they still remained pofessional and made it right. This does not give you a pass to be rude ;)

It is also the fastest photogrammety software out there!. Its rubbish from the first addition, the pushback in particular doesnt
pushback properly, i am very disappointed with this game it needs a lot of updates. The begining is dead easy until u come to
snow clearer, it is very hard to control and clear the snow. then this pushback it is impossible. Update is required urgently.. It
still has a lot of rough edges. One thing I would really like to a Free Camera that I can just fly anywhere I\\'d like to and watch
from any angle.

At this point definitely not happy with it being 29.99, would of been happier with the quality of gameplay to buy it for 19.99.. I
have mixed feelings about this one.

On the one hand, I believe this is a story that needs to be told, and retold. In the USA, when people hear "Iranian revolution"
they usually think "Hostage crisis" if they know anything at all, but that's only the tiniest part of what happened. The
complexities of the revolution and the government that emerged from it go way beyond that. The acting and animation conveys
the setting quite well, and its clear how much attention to detail have been put into the historical elements of the game.

On the other hand, I rather feel that the game tells the story rather clumsily. In the first third of the game, I get the feeling that
the characters are trying to hit a bunch of bullet points with their dialogue and don't quite manage to get a reasonable narrative
out of it. Plus, the act of taking pictures and gathering stuff for the historical archive breaks up the flow of play - especially if
you keep dropping out of the game to read what you've collected.

Overall, I think this "game" functions more as an interactive historical lesson than a piece of entertainment. If that kinds of thing
appeals to you, you will like 1979 Revolution.. Fun game, but paid DLC for new clans? wish i could get my $30 back for the
game. Never would have purchased if i knew i would have to put even more money into it for the newer clans.
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